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Gilat Satcom offers satellite based internet connectivity and dedicated bandwidth allocation services for ISPs, Telcos and
international organizations in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. Whether you need internet backbone access, backup
services or affordable VSAT connections, Gilat Satcom will respond to your communication challenge with world class,
effective solutions.

Overview
Internet connectivity is the cornerstone of doing
business today. However, the network infrastructure
does not always reach all your remote locations or
guarantee high-availability and service continuity
required to run a successful business.
At Gilat Satcom, we are committed to delivering
the highest caliber service to our customers. Our
experienced team of technical experts offer aroundthe-clock proactive support ensuring fast resolution of
problems and delivering business continuity.
With an extensive network spanning over 10 satellites
and 2 teleports across three continents, Gilat Satcom
offers a reliable, high-capacity platform worldwide.
Our satellite communication platform leverages
segments from the leading satellite operators: Intelsat,
Hellas Sat, Telesat, ABS and SES-Newskies.

BENEFITS
Premium C-band and KU-band coverage
High capacity links
Dedicated bandwidth allocation and
cost effective, high-contention offering
Reliable alternative to terrestrial networks
Global satellite platform lay-out
Cost-effective, easy to scale & deploy
Multiple platforms, such as iDirect, GSN etc
24x7 NOC services and support
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For Telcos and ISPs
Backbone Access
Gilat Satcom satellite based internet backbone
access enables you to bypass inadequate terrestrial
alternatives. With our backbone service, you will
gain a cost-effective, scalable, feature-rich internet
connection in the farthest corners of the globe.
From dedicated bandwidth allocation to highcontention solutions, the Gilat Satcom Backbone
Access service is flexibly designed to meet your
unique requirements. Gilat Satcom is proud to be
the backbone vendor of choice for leading ISPs and
Telcos worldwide.

Backup Services
Gilat Satcom provides C-band satellite based Backup
Services to complement your existing infrastructure.
The satellite connection ensures service continuity
in cases of system failure and increases your system
capacity on a regular basis.

"...the Gilat Satcom
Backbone Access service
is flexibly designed
to meet your unique
requirements..."

For Private and
Governmental sectors
VSAT services
Gilat Satcom VSAT service connects small and medium
businesses across the globe directly to the internet
backbone. Our cost-effective service is based on an
off-the-shelf, easy to use broadband connectivity
platform covering Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.
With our VSAT service, you can choose the
communication solution that meets your business
needs. We provide premium C-band or KU-band
connectivity with high and flexible bandwidth
rate options.
The Gilat Satcom VSAT platform enables you to offer
both continuous business connectivity and value
added services such as VoIP, web-browsing and chat.
Our reliable satellite based, communication platform
ensures uninterrupted service and a superior browsing
experience for your customers.
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Corporate HQ
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